Avidbots® Cylindrical Brush Wear Chart

Fit for your Neo 24” or 32” Cylindrical Cleaning Head models. With 2 different cylindrical brush options, there is one perfect for your floor!

Tuff Brush (Soft) - White Nylon

► Great for cleaning relatively fragile floor materials.

Tuff Brush (Medium) - Black Polypropylene

► Great for cleaning uncoated floors such as concrete and grouted tile.

How To Clean: Extract the brushes. Remove stuck debris or anything entangled in the bristles, then rise with water.

When To Replace: Brushes should be replaced when bristles cannot reach the floor when the cleaning head is lowered. Alternatively, inspect brushes if Neo notifies you that brushes may be too worn.

For replacement brushes, please contact: orders@avidbots.com
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